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I would like to start this text by thanking two people: Arlene Cardozo
and Enrique Azuaje who together with a fantastic team do the most
important work for the red siskin, which is to help its preservation and
reproduction.
When I started the process of writing the book THE RED SISKIN AND ITS
STANDARD, I never thought it would have the repercussions it has at this
moment all over the world. I felt it was an opportunity to open my heart and
let it happen. I see now that I managed to touch thousands of people with
what I wrote and I managed to send books to the whole world, literally all
over the world.
It was a unique opportunity to share what I know, what I feel and how
much I admire this species that I have been breeding for many years with all
the love and dedication. Who likes birds, likes them all but it is also true that
there is always a special species that makes us run the world. With the Red
Siskin I have been able to share pleasant experiences and recognitions in the
field of breeding, up to the point of being called as a specialized advisor.
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“The Red Siskin
and its story must
make us commit to
all possible
initiatives to keep
the wild
population.”
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I consider that evaluating the work of others is always a difficult
task, we are dealing with the bird, with the Standard and with the
aspirations and dreams of those who worked hard to present that
specimen. This was crucial to also have a better knowledge of certain
important dynamics and the presentation of the new Rubino mutation
gave a strong impetus to the breeding of red siskin worldwide, made
the breeders believe that it is possible to work and make the species
evolve genotypically and phenotypically in a sustainable way.
At the same time, my entire journey and every way of valuing my
birds based on the classics also made the breeders realize that in fact
the classic is perhaps the most important bird to be worked on in an
aviary to be able to evolve and present with some impact mutated
birds on display.
This simple fact could be risky and even disturbing for those who
work to preserve the species. For me too! Hence the importance I
have always given to the abysmal difference between the classic bird
that we currently present in a contest, worked according to a
standard, and the bird that we find free in Venezuela.
They are birds of the same species but have evolved in completely
different directions, one, the wild, evolves as it can to survive in the
wild and due to the great devastation of its habitat and huge capture,
its ability to survive is diminished either by the lack of areas where
traditionally it was located and reproduced due to the small genetic
variability due to the lack of specimens. This bird undergoes only one
type of selection called natural selection that clearly aims at survival
and not a standard.

"If we take into account that a few years ago there
were 1200 wild birds and that more than 5000 were
being bred per year in Europe, we realize that the wild
population will have many problems to recover."
The ability to produce fertile hybrids when crossed with canaries
and to transfer the group of genes responsible for metabolizing and
fixing the red dye has made this bird the most important gift of nature
to ornithology since the discovery of the wild canary. It is perhaps this
gift that represents Venezuela's red siskin for ornithology that should
make us commit to all possible initiatives to maintain and defend the
wild population.
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“Our
responsibility
is clearly
participate in
efforts to
preserve the
species.”
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We have already noticed that the most intense and showy birds in nature
have been captured illegally and sent to all corners of the world with a
devastating impact on the wild population. At this moment, to fetch a bird
from nature to introduce it in a private aviary is, from my point of view, a
serious error on the part of the breeder as well as an inexcusable crime. It
would be the same as being the dog the greatest work of genetic engineering
of man in the last centuries, going to capture a wolf to the nature to present
it in a beauty contest, naturally nobody conscious would be able to get wild
red siskin to improve his breeding stock, quit the opposite.
Our birds have evolved according to a pattern, which chooses the best
characteristics of the a bird species which is difficult to reach, a perfect bird.
Wild birds can never bring anything new or better to the evolutionary work
carried out by us breeders in the last century, on the contrary.
Even though we have never helped the trafficking in birds, our
responsibility is clearly to participate in efforts to preserve the species, to
help in everything necessary for this initiative to have the expected success
and without doubt, as the slogan tells us. of the Portuguese National
Ornithological Federation (FONP) “CREATE IS PRESERVING” rather to raise
birds in captivity as best as possible and never confuse our goals.

“All of us
who love this
bird are
obliged to
preserve it.”
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